We adapt the classical 3-decomposition of any 2-connected graph to the case of simple graphs (no loops or multiple edges). By analogy with the block-cutpoint tree of a connected graph, we deduce from this decomposition a bicolored tree tc(g) associated with any 2-connected graph g, whose white vertices are the 3-components of g (3-connected components or polygons) and whose black vertices are bonds linking together these 3-components, arising from separating pairs of vertices of g. Two fundamental relationships on graphs and networks follow from this construction. The first one is a dissymmetry theorem which leads to the expression of the class B = B(F) of 2-connected graphs, all of whose 3-connected components belong to a given class F of 3-connected graphs, in terms of various rootings of B. The second one is a functional equation which characterizes the corresponding class R = R(F) of two-pole networks all of whose 3-connected components are in F. All the rootings of B are then expressed in terms of F and R. There follow corresponding identities for all the associated series, in particular the edge index series. Numerous enumerative consequences are discussed.
Introduction
A graph is assumed to be simple, that is, with no loops or multiple edges. A graph G is called k-connected if at least k of its vertices and their incident edges must be deleted to disconnect it. In general, a k-connected graph is assumed to have more than k vertices. However, by convention, the complete graph K 2 will be considered as a 2-connected graph. A connected graph G is planar if there exists a 2-cell embedding (i.e. each face is
homeomorphic to an open disk) of G on the sphere, with similar definitions for toroidal and projective-planar graphs.
A species is a class C of labelled combinatorial structures (for example, graphs or rooted trees) which is closed under isomorphism. Each C-structure has an underlying set (for example, the vertex set of a graph), and isomorphisms are obtained by relabelling along bijections between the underlying sets. Unlabelled structures are defined as isomorphism classes of structures. We sometimes denote a species by the name of representatives of the isomorphism classes. For example, K n is used to denote the species of complete graphs on n vertices. One advantage of species is that very often combinatorial identities can be expressed at this structural level, within the algebra of species and their operations (sum, product, substitution and a special substitution, of networks for edges, etc.). There follow corresponding identities for the various generating series that are used for labelled and/or unlabelled enumeration. The reader is referred to the book [1] for more details on species, their operations and associated series.
The two-pole networks that we use have distinguished poles 0 and 1 and are called 01-networks. A 01-network (or more simply a network ) is defined as a connected graph N with two distinguished vertices 0 and 1, such that the graph N ∪ 01 is 2-connected, where the notation N ∪ ab is used for the graph obtained from N by adding the edge ab if it is absent. See Figure 1 for an example. The vertices 0 and 1 are called the poles of N , and all the other vertices of N are called internal vertices. The internal vertices of a network form its underlying set. The trivial network, consisting of only the poles 0 and 1 and having no edges, is denoted by 1 In this paper, we first adapt to the case of simple graphs the classical 3-decomposition of 2-connected multigraphs (see Maclaine [12] Tutte [18, 19] , Hopcroft and Tarjan [9] and Cunningham and Edmonds [4] ). By analogy with the block-cutpoint tree bc(c) of a connected graph c, we deduce from this decomposition a bicolored tree tc(g) associated with any 2-connected graph g, whose white vertices are the 3-components of g (3-connected components or polygons) and whose black vertices are bonds linking together these 3-components, arising from separating pairs of vertices of g, acting as hinges.
Two fundamental relationships on graphs and networks follow from this construction. The first one is a dissymmetry theorem which leads to the expression of the class B = B(F) of 2-connected graphs, all of whose 3-connected components belong to a given class F of 3-connected graphs in terms of various rootings of B. See Theorem 1 below. The second one is a functional equation which characterizes the corresponding class R = R(F) of non-trivial 01-networks all of whose 3-connected components are in F. See Theorem 8. Note that the 3-components of a network N are obtained by considering the 3-decomposition of the graph N ∪ 01.
All the rootings of B are then expressible in terms of F and R and hence also B itself by virtue of the dissymmetry theorem. Although more or less implicit in previous work of one of the authors (see [21, 22] ), these identities are given here for the first time in the structural context of species. There follow corresponding identities for all the associated series, in particular the edge index series, and numerous enumerative consequences are obtained.
Among the examples that we have in mind and that will be discussed further in this paper are the following:
1. If we take F = F all , the class of all 3-connected graphs, then we have B(F) = B all , the class of all 2-connected graphs, and R(F ) = R all , the class of all non-trivial 01-networks.
2. If we take F = 0, the empty species, then B and R are the classes of 2-connected series-parallel graphs and of series-parallel networks, respectively.
3. One of the motivations for the present paper was to extend some earlier tables for the number of K 3,3 -free projective planar and toroidal 2-connected graphs (see [7] ), which require the enumeration of strongly planar networks, that is of non-trivial networks N such that the graph N ∪ 01 is planar. This class, denoted by N P , can be obtained by considering the class F = F P of planar 3-connected graphs. Then the corresponding species B P = B(F P ) is the class of planar 2-connected graphs, since a graph is planar if and only if all its 3-connected components are planar, and R(F P ) = N P , the class of strongly planar networks. 4 . As quoted by Thomas (see [16] , Theorem 1.2, page 1), Wagner [20] has shown that a 2-connected graph is K 3,3 -free if and only if it can be obtained from planar graphs and K 5 's by means of 2-sums (see also Kelmans [11] ). This means that if we take F = F P +K 5 , then the corresponding B = B(F) is the class of K 3,3 -free 2-connected graphs. This fact was also observed by Gimenez, Noy and Rué in [8] .
Section 2 contains the dissymmetry theorem. Section 3 discusses various operations on 01-networks, in particular series and parallel composition and the substitution of networks for edges in graphs or networks. It also presents the fundamental relationship characterizing the species R = R(F) and the expressions of the various rootings of B in terms of F and R. Applications to the labelled enumeration of these species are also presented. Section 4 is devoted to the series techniques for species of graphs and networks that are necessary for their unlabelled enumeration. These results are then applied to the enumeration of several classes of graphs and networks in Section 5.
2 A dissymmetry theorem for 2-connected graphs.
In the standard decomposition of a 2-connected multigraph (multiple edges allowed but no loops) into 3-components (see [18, 19, 9] and [4] ), the components are either 3-connected graphs (here called 3-connected components), polygons with at least three sides, or bonds, that is sets of at least 3 multiple edges. However, in the case of simple graphs, bonds are not needed as 3-components and the decomposition is simpler. We illustrate the construction with the graph g of Figure 2 . By definition, a separating pair of a 2-connected graph g is a pair of vertices {x, y} whose removal disconnects the graph. One can then in each resulting connected component re-introduce the two vertices x and y together with their incident edges and the edge xy. We also note whether the edge xy is present or not in the original graph g. This has been done in Figure 3 for the separating pairs {a, b}, {c, d}, {c, f } and {e, f } and we see the 3-components appearing: the 3-connected components A, B, and C, and the polygons P , T and U . The above dissection could also be performed for the separating pairs {a, e} or {c, e}, for example, but that would cut the polygon P into smaller polygons; so it is not done since the maximality of the polygonal components ensures the unicity of the decomposition. We refer the reader to the bibliography for more details. The essential separating pairs of g, ({a, b}, {c, d}, {c, f } and {e, f } in the example) will be referred to as the bonds of the 3-decomposition. Hence a bond {x, y} links together 2 or more 3-components, together with possibly the edge xy, with the exception of two polygons alone which is forbidden.
By analogy with the block-cutpoint tree bc(c) of a connected graph c, we deduce from this decomposition a bicolored tree tc(g) associated with any 2-connected graph g, whose white vertices are the 3-components of g (3-connected components or polygons) and whose black vertices are the separating pairs linking together these 3-components (the bonds). See Figure 4 . Now let F be a given species of 3-connected graphs and B = B F be the class of 2-connected graphs all of whose 3-connected components are in F. Note: by convention, K 2 is in B. We introduce the following classes of rooted graphs in B, relative to the concept of tc-tree: B • denotes the class of all graphs g ∈ B, rooted at a distinguished 3-component (3-connected component or polygon); B • denotes the class of all graphs g ∈ B together with a distinguished bond; B
•−• denotes the class of all graphs g ∈ B with a distinguished pair of adjacent 3-component and bond.
Theorem 1 (Dissymmetry Theorem for 2-connected graphs). Let F be a given species of 3-connected graphs and B = B F be the class of 2-connected graphs all of whose 3-connected components are in F. We then have the following identity (species isomorphism):
Proof. The proof uses the concept of center of a tree. Notice that all the leaves of a tc-tree are of the same color (white). This implies that its center is a vertex, black or white. Now a structure s belonging to the left-hand side of (1) is a graph g ∈ B which is rooted at either a tricomponent or a bond of g, that is at a white or black vertex of tc(g). It can happen that the rooting is performed right at the center. This is canonically equivalent to doing nothing and is represented by the term B − K 2 in the right-hand side of (1). On the other hand, if the rooting is done at an off-center vertex, black or white, then there is a unique adjacent vertex of the other color in tc(g) which is located closer to the center, thus defining a unique B •−• -structure. It is easily checked that this correspondence is bijective and independent of any labelling, giving the desired species isomorphism.
Our next goal is to find closed form expressions for the species B
• , B
• and B •−• . This will be achieved using the operation of substitution of 01-networks for the edges of core graphs, as explained in the next section.
3 Operations on networks and their exponential generating functions.
We first describe the exponential generating functions which are used for the labelled enumeration of graphs and networks and of related species, according to the number of edges. For a species G of graphs the exponential generating function G(x, y), where the variable y acts as an edge counter, is defined by
where g n,m is the number of graphs in G with m edges over a given n-element set of vertices. Similar definitions can be given for associated (for example rooted) species of graphs. For a species N of 01-networks, the exponential generating function N (x, y) is defined by
where ν n,m is the number of 01-networks in N with m edges over an n-element set of internal vertices. We define an operator τ acting on 01-networks, N −→ τ · N , that interchanges the poles 0 and 1. A class N of networks is called
If M is a species of networks not containing the edge 01, then we denote by y M the class obtained by adding this edge to all the networks in M. Observe that there are two distinct networks on the empty set, namely, the trivial network 1 1 consisting of two isolated vertices 0 and 1, and the one-edge network y11.
Let B be a given species of 2-connected graphs, for example B = B all , the class of all 2-connected graphs, B = K 2 , or B = B P , the class of all 2-connected planar graphs. We denote by B (y) the species of graphs obtained by selecting and removing an edge from graphs in B in all possible ways. Note that the removed edge is remembered so that
If, moreover, the endpoints of the selected and removed edge are unlabelled and numbered as 0 and 1, in all possible ways, the resulting class of networks is denoted by B 0,1 . For example, (B all ) 0,1 is the class of networks having non-adjacent poles, (K 2 ) 0,1 = 1 1, and the class of strongly planar networks can be expressed as N P = (1 + y)(B P ) 0,1 − 1 1, where the multiplication y · B 0,1 corresponds to adding the edge 01 to all networks in B 0,1 . As another example, (K 5 ) 0,1 , is illustrated in Figure 11 . Relabelling the two poles yields the identity
so that
3.1 Series composition The species M · s N can be expressed as the species product M X N , where the factor X corresponds to the connecting vertex, and we have
If for any M · s N -structure the two components M ∈ M and N ∈ N are uniquely determined by the resulting network (for example if no M ∈ M is an s-network), then the series composition is called canonical and the rooting of the connecting vertex can be neglected. We say that a species of networks R is closed under series composition and decomposition if for any s-network R, R is in R if and only if each individual factor of R is in R. 
the series composition being canonical, and also
Proof . Any s-network in R can be decomposed uniquely into a first network which is not an s-network followed by an arbitrary network of R, whence (8) . We also have S = (R − S) X R and solving for S yields (9).
Corollary 4
Under the hypothesis of Proposition 3, we have, for the exponential generating function,
Remark. Iterating the idea behind the decomposition (8) , one has the more symmetric canonical decomposition
Parallel composition
Definition 5 a) Let N be a finite set of disjoint non-trivial 01-networks having nonadjacent poles. The parallel composition of N is the partitioned 01-network obtained by taking the union of the graphs in N , where all 0-poles are merged into one 0-pole, and similarly for the 1-poles; the partition of the internal vertices into those of the networks of N is part of the structure. An example is given in Figure 6 . By convention, the parallel composition of an empty set of networks is the trivial network 1 1, while the parallel composition of one network is the network itself.
b) The underlying (unpartitioned) network of a parallel composition of at least two networks is called a p-network. Any network having adjacent poles is also considered as a p-network. c) If N is a species of non-trivial 01-networks having non-adjacent poles, then the parallel composition of N is defined as the class of all parallel compositions of finite sets of disjoint networks in N . This operation is denoted by E(N ), the ordinary composition of species, where E denotes the species of sets, since a parallel composition can be seen as an assembly of networks, with all 0-poles identified and also all 1-poles. As mentioned above, 1 1 = E 0 (N ) and N = E 1 (N ). If each network in a class M can be viewed unambiguously as a parallel composition of networks in N , then we say that the parallel composition is called canonical. This happens if and only if none of the networks in N is a p-network. Then we can write M = E(N ) and for the exponential generating functions, we have
3.3 The ↑-composition (substitution of networks for edges) Definition 6 Let M be a species of graphs (or networks) and N be a symmetric species of non-trivial networks. We denote by T = M ↑ N the class of pairs (M, T ) such that
2. there exists a family {N e } of networks in N (called the components) such that the graph T can be obtained from M by substituting N e for each edge e of M , the poles of N e being identified with the extremities of e. Figure 7 , where M = K 4 \e and N is the class of all networks. Notice that if the network N e which is substituted for the edge e = xy is not the one-edge network y11, then the pair of vertices {x, y} is a separating pair of T .
As another example, take G = K 2 and let N be any symmetric species of networks. Then K 2 ↑ N consists of rooted graphs obtained from networks in N by labelling the two poles 0 and 1, the rooting being at this pair of vertices.
Proposition 7 Let M be a species of graphs (or networks) and N be any symmetric species of non-trivial networks. Then we have, for the labelled enumeration,
Proof . See [21] or [5] .
The composition M ↑ N is called canonical if for any structure (M, T ) ∈ M ↑ N the core M ∈ M is uniquely determined by the graph (or network) T . In this case, we can identify M ↑ N with the species of resulting graphs (or networks) T .
Functional equations
Let F be a species of 3-connected graphs and let B = B F (resp. R = R F ) denote the class of all 2-connected graphs (resp. non-trivial networks) all of whose 3-connected components are in F, where the 3-components of a network N are defined by applying the 3-decomposition to the graph N ∪ 01. Then
where multiplication by y corresponds to adding the edge 01 to all networks in B 0,1 .
One example of a non-canonical ↑-composition is given by F ↑ R which represents the species of 2-connected graphs in B rooted at some 3-connected component. By contrast, as stated in Theorem 8 below, any composition of the form F 0,1 ↑ N is canonical.
Let S denote the subclass of R consisting of s-networks. By virtue of Proposition 3, we have
Parts a) and b) of the next theorem can be seen as a species form of Trakhtenbrot's decomposition theorem [17] which was originally stated and proved for networks in which parallel edges are allowed. See [21, 22] for a precise statement of Trakhtenbrot's Theorem. A proof in English is available from the fourth author on request.
Theorem 8 Let F be a species of 3-connected graphs and R = R F be the corresponding class of 01-networks associated to F. Then: a) For any (symmetric) species N of non-trivial networks, the composition F 0,1 ↑ N is canonical. b) Let H denote the subclass of h-networks, defined by
Then we have
where P denotes the subclass of p-networks of R (see Definition 5 b)), which satisfies
c) The species R is characterized by the functional relation
Proof . As mentioned above, parts a) and b) are essentially a reformulation of Trakhtenbrot's decomposition theorem for networks, where parallel edges are not allowed. Intuitively, for a), observe that in any F 0,1 -network M , the poles are non-adjacent. Hence, the same will be true for any network T arising from a F 0,1 ↑ N -structure (M, T ). Applying the 3-decomposition of 2-connected graphs of Section 2 to the graph T ∪ 01, we can see that there is a unique 3-connected component in T containing the vertices 0 and 1, namely M itself. For b), it is easy to see whether a network N having non-adjacent poles is an s-network (the graph is not 2-connected) or a p-network (the poles form a separating pair) and, otherwise, that N is in fact of the form F 0,1 ↑ R, again using the 3-decomposition of 2-connected graphs. If the network has adjacent poles, then it must be of the form y(11 + H + S + E ≥2 (H + S) = yE(H + S)) so that (17) and (18) are satisfied. c) Putting (17) and (18) together, we find that
and (19) follows from (20) , (16) and (15) .
We are now in position to express the three rootings B • , B
• and B •−• of the species B = B F associated with a given species of 3-connected graphs F, which occur in the Dissymmetry Theorem for 2-connected graphs (Theorem 1), in terms of the corresponding class R = R F of 01-networks. Let C denote the species of polygons, that is of (unoriented) cycles of length ≥ 3.
Theorem 9
We have the following identities:
where R is characterized by equation
and H = F 0,1 ↑ R.
Proof . Recall that B
• denotes the class of all graphs g ∈ B rooted at a distinguished 3-component. If the distinguished component C is a 3-connected graph, then g is obtained by replacing each edge of C by a network in R. Otherwise, C is a polygon and g will be obtained by replacing each edge of C by a network in R − S, by virtue of the maximality of polygonal 3-components. This establishes (21) .
Also recall that the K 2 ↑ operator transforms networks into rooted graphs by labelling the two poles 0 and 1, the rooting being at this pair of vertices. Now B
• denotes the class of all graphs g ∈ B together with a distinguished bond. This separating pair {a, b} decomposes g into two or more pieces which can be seen as either h-networks or s-networks. This yields the term (1 + y)E ≥2 (H + S), the factor (1 + y) accounting for the possibility that the vertices a and b be adjacent. However, the case of a non-adjacent separating pair joining two s-networks has to be excluded since this would imply decomposing a polygon into two smaller ones, which is prohibited. Hence (22) . Formula (23) then follows easily, using (20) .
The proof of (24) is similar, the difference being that now one of the separated components is also distinguished. Details are left to the reader.
Corollary 10 (Explicit form of the Dissymmetry Theorem) Let F be a given species of 3-connected graphs and B = B F be the species of 2-connected graphs all of whose 3-connected components are in F. Also let R = R F denote the corresponding species of 01-networks. We then have the following identity:
where R is characterized by equation (19) , S =
Series techniques for the unlabelled enumeration of graphs and networks
Traditionally, two generating series are used for the unlabelled enumeration of structures: the ordinary (tilde) generating function and the cycle index series. These are now reviewed in the context of graphs and networks where the number of vertices and the number of edges are taken into account and where a variant of the cycle index series is necessary when dealing with the ↑-composition, the substitution of networks for edges. This variant, the edge index series, is introduced in [22] and called Walsh index series in [7] . Detailed proofs of most of their main properties can be found in [7] . For a species M of (possibly rooted) graphs or networks, the ordinary (tilde) generating function M(x, y) = M˜(x, y) is defined as follows:
whereμ n,m is the number of isomorphism classes of graphs (resp. networks) in M having n vertices (resp. internal vertices) and m edges. Let G be a species of graphs and let N be a species of networks. The three edge index series W G (a; b; c), W Let
that is an automorphism of the graph G induces a permutation σ (2) of the set E(G) of edges whose cycles are of two possible sorts: if c is a cycle of σ For an automorphism σ ∈ Aut(G) of G, denote by σ k the number of cycles of length k of σ, by cyl k (G, σ) the number of cylindrical edge cycles of length k, and by möb k (G, σ) the number of Möbius edge cycles of length k induced by σ in G. Given a graph G ∈ G and an automorphism σ of G, the weight w(G, σ) of such a structure is the following cycle index monomial:
The edge index series W G (a; b; c) of G is defined as
where the notation G∈Typ(G) means that the summation should be taken over a set of representatives G of the isomorphism classes of graphs in G.
Examples. 1. The edge index series of the species K 2 is given by
2. The edge index series of the species C n of (unoriented) cycles of length n is a refinement of the usual cycle index polynomial for C n . It is given by
where φ is the Euler φ-function. See [22] and [7] which contains a typo in formula (43). By summing over n ≥ 3, we obtain the edge index series of C. The result is
Note that any isomorphism of networks ϕ : N− →N is assumed to be pole-preserving, i.e. ϕ(0) = 0 and ϕ(1) = 1. In particular, any automorphism of a network N should be pole-preserving. It will be necessary to consider the subclass N τ of N consisting of τ -symmetric networks, i.e.
Let U be the underlying set of a network N and suppose that σ is in S[U ], i.e. σ is a permutation of U . We can extend σ to permutations on U ∪ {0, 1}, σ + = (0)(1)σ and σ − = (0, 1)σ; in other words, σ + preserves the poles and σ − exchanges them. For any network N ∈ N , denote byN the corresponding graph on U ∪ {0, 1}. Then we introduce the notation Aut
and
In other words, a σ + in (33) is a pole-preserving graph automorphism, i.e. a network automorphism, while a σ − in (34) is a pole-reversing graph automorphism. Notice that Aut + (N ) = Aut(N ) and that if Aut − (N ) is not empty, then |Aut − (N )| = |Aut + (N )|. This can be seen by using the composition of automorphisms. For N ∈ N and σ ∈ Aut + (N ), we assign the weight
where the second w is defined by (27), and for N ∈ N and σ ∈ Aut − (N ), we set
In other words, only the internal vertex cycles are accounted for. Then, for a species N of networks, the following two edge index series are defined by
As the next proposition shows, the edge index series contain all the enumerative (labelled and unlabelled) information.
Proposition 11 ( [7, 22] ) Let G be a species of graphs and N be a species of networks. Then the following series identities hold:
Another description of the edge index series is very useful for understanding them and for establishing their properties. It consists of expressions which involve exponential generating functions of labelled enumeration. These are recalled from Section 6 of [7] .
Following an idea of Joyal [10] 
where S[U ] is the set of all permutations of U . The relabelling rule of G aut -structures along a bijection β : U− → U is defined as follows:
where β · G is the graph obtained from G by relabelling along β and the composition • is taken from right to left. It is easy to verify that G aut w is a well-defined weighted species, where the weight function w(G, σ) is the cycle index monomial defined by (27) . Recall that |G aut [n]| w denotes the total weight of G aut w -structures over the vertex set [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}, i.e.
w(G, σ).
Proposition 12 ([7]) Using the exponential generating function of labelled
Proof . The proof follows from the fact that the number of distinct graphs on [n] obtained by relabelling a given graph G with n vertices is given by
A similar approach can be used for the edge index series W + N and W − N of a given species of 2-pole networks N . We introduce the sets
where Aut + (N ) and Aut − (N ) are defined by (33) and (34), respectively. Then, using the weight functions given by (35) and (36), N 
In order to describe the edge index series of an ↑-composition, we introduce the following familiar plethystic notation. For any series of edge index type f (a; b; c) and any integer k ≥ 1, we set
Morevover, for any series = (a; b; c), f = f (a; b; c), g = g(a; b; c), h = h(a; b; c), we set
and for series α = α(x, y), β = β(x, y) and γ = γ(x, y), we also set
Theorem 14 ( [7, 22] ) Let G be a species of graphs and N be a symmetric species of networks. Then the edge index series and the tilde series of the species G ↑ N are given by
Proof . See [7] . Similarly, for a composition of networks M ↑ N , we have the following.
Theorem 15 ([22])
Let M be a species of networks and N be a symmetric species of networks. Then the edge index series and the tilde series of the species M ↑ N are given by
Proof . The proof is similar to that of Theorem 14, given in [7] . For (52) and (53), one uses the fact that the poles of an M ↑ N -structure are preserved (resp. exchanged) if and only if the poles of its core are preserved (resp. exchanged). Notice that (54) and (55) are consequences of (52) and (53) by virtue of Proposition 11.
Proposition 16 ( [7, 22] ) Let B be a species of 2-connected graphs, with K 2 ∈ B. Then the edge index series of the associated species of networks B 0,1 and N B = (1 + y)B 0,1 − 1 1 are given by
Note that for the operator N → yN , where N is a species of networks with non-adjacent poles, which consists in adding the edge 01 to all networks in N , we have
For the series composition of networks, we have the following edge index series identities. 
Proof . We can use the representations (46) for the edge index series W + and W − which interpret these series as exponential generating functions of labelled structures. Thus in the first case we are interested in the exponential generating function (M · s N ) + w (x). Now a M · s N -structure is a pair (M · s N, σ), where M · s N is a series composition with M ∈ M and N ∈ N and σ is a pole-preserving automorphism of M · s N . It is clear that the connecting vertex of the series composition is left fixed by σ and that σ can be restricted to pole-preserving automorphisms σ M and σ N of M and N , respectively. Moreover, for the weight w defined by (35), we have
Hence the generating functions satisfy
and (61) follows.
In order to prove (62), one should enumerate structures of the form (M · s M , σ) , where M · s M is a τ -symmetric series-composition network, with M and M in M, and σ is a pole-reversing graph automorphism. In this case σ will leave the connecting vertex c fixed and will induce two network isomorphisms
See Figure 9 where the isomorphism ϕ is represented as x → x , for x = a, d, e, f . Conversely, the data of ρ and ϕ determines σ since σ = ϕ ∪ (c) ∪ ρ • ϕ −1 . Moreover, all the vertex-and edge-cycles of ρ have their lengths doubled in σ. For example, taking ρ = (a)(d, e, f ) in Figure 9 , we find that σ = (a, a )(d, d , e, e , f, f ) . It follows that
where we set (w) 2 (G, σ) = w(G, σ) 2 , corresponding to the plethystic notation (47). Proposition 18 Let R = R F be the class of non-trivial networks all of whose 3-connected components are in a given species F and let S denote the class of s-networks in R. Then we have
Proof . From Proposition 3, we have
and, by Theorem 17,
Solving for W + S , we obtain (65). However, formula (67) can not be used for computing the edge index series W − S since the decomposition is not preserved by a pole-reversing automorphism. One should rather use the more symmetric canonical decomposition (11) and then apply (62) and (63). Regrouping the even and the odd · s -powers yields
and, after simplification,
Formula (65) can then be used and the result follows.
Theorem 19
Let N be a species of non-trivial networks having non-adjacent poles. Then the edge index series of the species of parallel compositions E(N ) are given by
We also have
Proof . We use again the representations (46) for the edge index series W + and W − . In the first case we are interested in the exponential generating function E(N ) + w (x). An E(N ) + -structure consists of a parallel composition of networks in N together with a network automorphism σ. This σ induces a permutation σ 0 on the set of individual networks involved in the parallel composition. Decomposing σ 0 into (oriented) cycles yields a natural notion of connected E(N ) + -structure, namely when σ 0 is a circular permutation leading to an oriented cycle of network isomorphisms. These are known as cylindrical m-wreaths of networks (see [10, 7] ),
where m ≥ 1. Let K m (N ) denote the species of cylindrical m-wreaths of networks and K
• m (N ) species of rooted cylindrical m-wreaths of networks, where one network is distinguished from the others. In fact the description (74) includes a rooting at N 1 . In the unrooted case, all the possible rootings are considered equivalent. It follows that any E(N ) + -structure can be seen as an assembly of (unrooted) cylindrical wreaths of networks and we have a weighted species isomorphism
Given a rooted cylindrical m-wreath of networks c m in K 
and the exponential generating function equality
Using (75) and the classical exponential formula, we find that
and (71) follows. For (72), one should compute the exponential generating function E(N )
− -structure consists of a parallel composition of networks in N together with a pole-reversing automorphism σ. Here two kinds of connected components can occur. The first kind arises from a cylindrical m-wreath of networks such as (74), with m even, which is reinterpreted as a sequence of pole-reversing network isomorphisms
Here also the composite
is an automorphism of N 1 and this accounts for the fisrt term on the right-hand side of (72). The second kind of connected component corresponds to a Möbius m-wreath of networks, with m odd, which is defined as a sequence of network isomorphisms N 1 
Notice that the composite ϕ 0 = ϕ m • ϕ m−1 • . . . ϕ 2 • ϕ 1 is a pole-reversing automorphism of N 1 and this accounts for the second term on the right-hand side of (72). See also [7] . The proof of (73) relies on the fact that
Details are left to the reader. Remark. A proof of (71) and (72) obtained by expressing a parallel composition as an ↑-composition whose core is a "network" with parallel edges and no internal vertices appears in [22] .
Enumerative applications
Again let F be a given class of 3-connected graphs and let B = B F denote the class of 2-connected graphs all of whose 3-connected components are in F. Also let R = R F denote the class of networks all of whose 3-connected components are in F. Given F, the species R can be determined recursively, as well as its associated series, from the fundamental relations of Theorem 8. Using the dissymmetry theorem, the species B and its series can also be determined. The formulas of the previous sections can be applied to obtain both the labelled and unlabelled enumeration of species of 2-or 3-connected graphs. The labelled enumeration is usually simpler since it is not necessary to use the Dissymmetry Theorem in order to unroot the structures and since also the composition formulas are simpler for the exponential generating functions. For unlabelled enumeration, the formulas are more delicate and are reviewed below. Some standard applications and some new ones are also presented.
Labelled enumeration
For the network species R = R F , we deduce the following functional equation for the exponential generating function:
Setting g(x, y) = F 0,1 (x, y) + xy 2 1+xy
, and ζ(x, y) = R(x, y) <−1>y , the compositional inverse of R(x, y) with respect to y, we have, from (82),
and 1 + ζ(x, y) = (1 + y) exp(−g(x, y)).
Notice that ζ(x, y) is of the form
so that Lagrange inversion can be used to find R(x, y), knowing F 0,1 (x, y). Conversely, taking logarithms in (84) yields F 0,1 (x, y) in terms of R(x, y):
Finally, note that
This is essentially the approach used in [21] for the enumeration of labelled 3-connected graphs, starting with 1-and 2-connected graphs, and in [2] , where labelled 2-connected planar graphs are enumerated, starting from 3-connected planar graphs.
Unlabelled enumeration
We introduce the following abbreviations for the edge index series of the species R, S, of s-networks, and H = F 0,1 ↑ R, of h-networks: 
It follows from equations (15), (16) and (19) and from the properties of the edge index series, that
These equations make it possible to compute recursively the series ρ
. The dissymmetry formula (25) will then yield W B , knowing W F :
where W C is given by (31). If only the tilde generating functions are desired, for the unlabelled enumeration, equations (91 -94) yield the following:
where the notation of (49) is used, and
Finally, equation (95) gives the following dissymmetry formula:
where S 2 (x, y) = S(x 2 , y 2 ).
3-connected graphs
The first application of the above formulas is the enumeration of unlabelled 3-connected graphs in 1982 (see [22] , [15] ). In this case, where F = F a and B = B a , the species of all 3-connected and all 2-connected (simple) graphs, respectively, it is possible to compute the edge index series W B directly, going from all graphs, to connected graphs and then to 2-connected graphs. Since R = (1 + y)B 0,1 − 1, the edge index series ρ + = W (91) and (92). The edge index series W F is then extracted recursively, using the dissymmetry formula (95) and the generating function F(x, y) is then immediately deduced. In [15] , the computations are greatly simplified by introducing two auxiliary series β(x, y) and γ(x, y) satisfying
The readers are referred to [15] for more details. See [22] and [15] for tables.
Series-parallel graphs and networks
At the other extreme lies the case where F = 0, where the corresponding species of 2-connected graphs is the class B = G sp of series-parallel graphs. Thus a series-parallel graph G is a 2-connected graph all of whose 3-components are polygons. G can also be characterized by the fact it contains no subdivision of K 4 . The corresponding species of networks is the class R = R sp of series-parallel networks. An example of a series-parallel network is given in Example 1. This class R is defined recursively by the functional equation
which is a specialization to F = 0, of equation (19) . We set ρ + = W Corollary 20 For the edge index series ρ + and ρ − of the species R = R sp of seriesparallel networks, we have the system of equations
These edge index series can be computed recursively and the edge index series W Gsp of series parallel graphs can be deduced by specializing equation (95):
where σ + and σ − are defined by (94). The exponential and tilde generating functions are then immediately obtained. For example, for unlabelled series-parallel graphs counted according to the number of vertices (where we set y = 1), we find 
In comparing with the existing literature on series-parallel networks, recall that here, we are considering 01-networks without parallel edges.
2-connected planar graphs and strongly planar networks.
Let F P denote the species of 3-connected planar graphs. Then the corresponding species B(F P ) = B P is the class of 2-connected planar graphs and R(F P ) = N P is the class of strongly planar networks, that is of non-trivial networks N such that N ∪ 01 is planar. As before, we have
Here we compute all the edge index series and generating functions of these species up to 14 vertices. The enumeration of unlabelled planar graphs is one of the classical fundamental open problems in graph theory and combinatorics. A bridge between planar graph enumeration and planar map enumeration is provided by the fact that a 3-connected planar graph admits a unique embedding on the sphere up to homeomorphisms that either preserve or reverse the orientation of the sphere and that any graph automorphism of a 3-connected planar graph is a map automorphism of the corresponding unsensed map, and conversely (see [13] ).
In order to obtain the desired series, we used the program Plantri [3] to generate all the 3-connected planar maps (alias plane graphs) up to 14 vertices. In fact, version 4.2 of Plantri contains an option which yields the graphs together with all their automorphisms and we computed their edge cycle indices, both cylindrical and Möbius. In this way, the edge index series W F P of 3-connected planar graphs was secured up to 14 vertices. This yields successively the edge index series Ware immediately deduced. Thus, we extended to 14 vertices the generating function B P (x, y) of unlabelled 2-connected planar graphs and to 12 internal vertices the generating functions N P (x, y) and N P τ (x, y) of unlabelled strongly planar networks. The coefficients of B P (x, y) are given in [23, 24] for 1-connected maps) without using cycle indices.
K 3,3 -free 2-connected graphs
A graph is called K 3,3 -free if it contains no subdivison of K 3,3 or, equivalently, if it has no minor isomorphic to K 3,3 . As mentioned in the introduction, a theorem of Wagner [20] and of Kelmans [11] implies that if we take F = F P + K 5 , then the corresponding species B = B(F) of 2-connected graphs all of whose 3-connected components are planar or isomorphic to K 5 is the class of K 3,3 -free 2-connected graphs. 5.5 K 3,3 -free projective-planar and toroidal graphs.
Let PP denote the species of projective-planar graphs which are K 3,3 -free, 2-connected and non-planar. In [5] we proved the following structural characterization of PP:
The species PP of K 3,3 -free 2-connected non-planar projective-planar graphs can be expressed as a canonical composition
where N P denotes the species of strongly planar networks.
(i) (ii) Figure 10 :
A similar characterization is provided in [6] for the species T of K 3,3 -free 2-connected toroidal (non-planar) graphs. Given two disjoint K 5 -graphs, the graph obtained by identifying an edge of one of the K 5 's with an edge of the other is called an M -graph (see Figure 10 (i)), and, when the edge of identification is deleted, an M * -graph (see Figure 10 (ii) ).
A toroidal crown is a graph H obtained from an unoriented cycle C i , i ≥ 3, by substituting (K 5 ) 01 -networks for some edges of C i in such a way that no two unsubstituted edges of C i are adjacent in H (see Figure 11 (ii) for an example). Denote by H the class of toroidal crowns. A toroidal core is defined as either K 5 , an M -graph, an M * -graph, or a toroidal crown. The species T of K 3,3 -free 2-connected non-planar toroidal graphs can be expressed as a canonical composition
where T C denotes the class of toroidal cores, i.e.
In [7] we give explicit formulas for the edge index series for the graphs K 5 , M, and M * and for the species H of toroidal crowns. In order to enumerate unlabelled K 3,3 -free toroidal graphs in PP or in T according to the number of vertices and edges, the generating functions N P (x, y) and N P τ (x, y) are also required, since we have PP(x, y) = W K 5 [x; N P (x, y); N P τ (x, y)],
T (x, y) = W T C [x; N P (x, y); N P τ (x, y)].
Using the results of Section 5.3, we have extended previous tables to 17 vertices for PP(x, y) and to 20 vertices for ( T − PP)(x, y).
PP(x) = 
Homeomorphically irreducible graphs.
A graph is called homeomorphically irreducible if it contains no vertex of degree 2. In order to enumerate these graphs, we can apply the method of Walsh and Robinson ([15, 22] ) as follows. Any 2-connected graph G is either a series-parallel graph or contains a unique 2-connected homeomorphically irreducible core C(G), which is different from K 2 , and unique components {N e } e∈E(C(G)) which are series-parallel networks, whose composition gives G. Let B be a species of 2-connected graphs. Denote by I B the class of graphs which are homeomorphically irreducible cores of graphs in B. Also set B sp = B ∩ G sp which is the class of series-parallel graphs in B and let R sp denote the species of series-parallel networks. We then have the following Proposition.
Proposition 23 ([5, 21] ) Let B be a species of 2-connected graphs such that 1. I B is contained in B, 2. B is closed under edge substitution by series-parallel networks.
Then we have B = B sp + I B ↑ R sp ,
the composition I B ↑ R sp being canonical.
Proposition 24 ([15] ) There exist unique series β(x, y) and γ(x, y) satisfying 
γ(x, y) = −1 + (1 + y)
j≥1
(1 − x 4j−3 y 4j−2 )(1 + x 4j−1 y 4j ) (1 + x 4j−2 y 4j−1 ) (1 − x 4j y 4j+1 ) .
Proof . We first note that
where the remaining terms are of higher order in the vertex-cycle variables so that equations (124) determine recursively unique series β(x, y) and γ(x, y). In fact, from (105) and (106), we see that β(x, y) and γ(x, y) must satisfy 1 + y = (1 + β(x, y)) exp 
1 + y = (1 + γ(x, y)) exp i even 1 i 
where B sp = B ∩ G sp .
Example: Planar graphs
For the species B = B P of 2-connected planar graphs, we have B∩G sp = G sp . It follows from Proposition 25 and Corollary 26 that for the species I P of 2-connected homeomorphically irreducible planar graphs, we have I P (x, y) = W B P [x; β(x, y); γ(x, y)] + x 2 y 2 − xy(x + xy(1 − x))(1 − x 4 y 4 ) −1 .
5.6.2 Example: K 3,3 -free 2-connected graphs
As seen in Section 5.4, the species B = B F associated to the class F = F P + K 5 consists of K 3,3 -free 2-connected graphs. Again we have G sp ⊂ B and for the species I of homeomorphically irreducible K 3,3 -free 2-connected graphs we have 
